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from. The Stewards

to: The Entrant's Representative

Kartshop Ampfing

DECISION Decision-No.

The Stewards received a report (which is attached) from Judge of Facts in Race Control

and have initiated an investigation to determine whether the named Entrant / Driver has made a breach of the regulations.

ASN-No.: K-l4583/24

16

Entrant:

Driver:

due to (alleged fact):

Kartshop Ampfing / DEU 125142t.

#666 Knödel, Valentin / DEU (licence'no.39340)

The front fairing of the kart was not in the correct position after arriving weighing area.

session concerned: QUALIFYING PRACTICE SESSIONat time: 12:09

X

After having examined the following evidence

Video submitted

Witness

Technical report

see document attached

Photos Timekeepe/s rePort

and after hearing of Entrant / Driver and self explanatory the Stewards came to the following DECISIoN

CANCELLATION OF drop of S-position in Qualifying combined result

alleged Offence: Front Fairing was not in the correct position

Reason: Art. 11.g.2.b lSC, the mentioned driver was hit by another driver in the Pre-Grid-Area, this caused the

uncorrect position of the Front Fairing.

Entrantsareremindedthattheyhavetherighttoappeal certaindecisionsof thestewards,inaccordancewitharticle15of theFIAlnt Sportingcode

and chapter 4 of the FIA Judicial and Disci-plinary Rules, clK-FlA General Prescriptions and art. 28 DMSB General Event Reguations, within the

applicable time limits.

time ofdecision: 11.05.202412:35:00 Announced to affected Entrant at17I n

I fime timit for an intention of appeal extended to .---------.- h (in application of art' 15'4'2'b of FIA ISG)

The decision will be sent by registered mail with return acknowledgement of

The Stewards: 4- (,{

SPADERNA Denny ENICK Gerhard VERLMN

received a copy of the decision and being reminded of my right to appeal.

Kartshop AmPfing

ffi'nttt*''n

Copy to: Entrant, Race Director, Chief Scrutineer, Clerk of the Course, Secretary of the Competition, Timekeeper, Official board' Press Delegate
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